Abstract: Installation Art has dominated in the end
I. Introduction
Installation Art is a wide term applied to a range of arts practice which includes the setting up or configuration of object in space, where the entirety of object and space include the artworks. Installation Art is a form of manufacture and display of artwork rather than a movement or style. In fact,it can be encompassed of traditional and non-traditional media such as painting, sculpture, readymade found objects, drawings or texts. However, "Installations" space or contents sometimes can be determining its sizes. It may be miniature to huge. Installation art is very much different from traditional art. Over last ten years installation art has become a mainstream of art forms. Installation as a classification for a specific form of art came into use fairly recently; its first use of documentation by the Oxford English Dictionary was in 1969. It was invented in this context, in this reference to a form of art that had arguably existed since prehistory but was not regarded as separate category until mid-twentieth century.
In our writing we will discuss about the importance and role of installation art. Firstly, as like the ancient history of architecture, dance, music, sculpture, "conceptualization of specialty"-which has also an ancient history.
Secondly, characteristically Installation Art is composed of architecture, sculpture, sound and movement. By this way, Installation Art has a conceive relation with tradition (where a mixed cultured is performed).
Here, we like to make a comparison within the traditional art practice through the culture of Bangladesh and the installation art in practice in the world from the inception to the present time.
Literature Review:
Sometimes Installation Art is described as "new art form" which is not the consecutive development of any art form. During the political unrest of Paris in 1968, the fundamental concept of installation art was veloped by Roland Barthe"s in his essay, "The death of the Author" 1 . Roland hurls the challenge with the faith of "with no provenance from the mind of a genius". Roland"s concept has spread by the historical development. (Barthes, 1977) The limitless presentation of space by Brancusi 2 , nonfigurative spatial construction of Rodchenko 3 or "Gendered Spaces" of Barbara Hepwarth and its interpretation has sided away the attraction of the viewers. The western metaphoric articulation of specialty and colonial culture of western have got the similarity attitude or theoretical sources.
In the language of Bonita Ely 4 "This growing awareness of conceptualized specialty has completely transformed the lexicon of western art practice". She further discloses the study of Eastern philosophies evaluation by artists such as Brancusi and Klein 5 , Psychologists such as Jung 6 and Antonin Artaud"s 7 analysis of exotic drama and ritual, influenced a focus away from concrete materiality, performance and preoccupations with aesthetic conventions of beauty aligned with notions of truth, towards an acknowledgement of the ephemeral, the temporal the embodied uncertainty, flues theobject, the void. That means the growing awareness of conceptual specialty of Western world has changed a lots. The practice of Eastern philosophy of arts as like Brancusi and Klein and as like psychologistAntonin Artaud"sexotic drama and ritual analysis, conventions of aesthetic beauty, the parallelism of truth, harshness of reality have sided away the attentiveness of truth. (Ely, 2009) According to Bonita Ely, this turn has affected a problematic of construction of epistemological reality that identifies binary opposites to represent truth and totality. The west"s exposure to Eastern philosophies such as Taoism and Buddhism has encouraged strategies towards a Cathartic resolution of opposites by discriminating subtle degree of difference that which is in-between-the taboo, the hybrid, the mutable. In Taoism the edge where opposite meet and merge is as significant as the dualistic components as the edge embodies the amorphous primal chaos, the source of creation and creativity. This allows a complexity of dialectic, the assertion of differences within difference a release of the imagination from convention, and established art as a location for catharsis, the irrational, dissent, slippage, disjuncture and transgression. Advances in science and technology have also uncovered the hidden structures and dynamics of matter specialty. (Ely, 2009) Now we like to look back. Ise is the place of Japan where the God of Shinto (the Sun-god) was believed to be born. The emperor family of Japan is still to be believed that the blood of the Sun-god. Ise Grand temple is divided into two parts. The inner side of the temple is encircled with a wall. It is a thatched roofed temple where there is space. There is an open space near the temple which is as like the real temple. From 7 th century it is used to repair near the main temple in every twenty years. There is a replica of the temple in the open space. The cyclic construction of the temple has made a phenomenon of strange change of similarity. This timely consciousness, poetic stream have vital examples of installation artists. (Toshio, 1981) The mythology of Hinduism of India describes the picture queues of the pre-historic time; which is related with contemporary Hinduism, its origin and the time frame. However, even it is related with the religion and customs of the society. If we visit Vithalatemple of Hampivillage of Karnataka of India we will see the evidence. The Historical "Kishkindha" is the place which is known for "Varana" is known as monkey kingdom in Humpi village. These references are available in the epic Ramayana. This temple"s artistic work is three dimensional which means many things or to hide something. The corridor of the temple is so mystic that one cannot measure the temple by standing there. The walls" of the temple is and their sculptures are so mystic that it can change once presence easily and that"s why if a visitor passes this he will get an endless way. Though it is (1951) . Idea of installing idea and the material in relation to the idea to execute the idea of concept was bases on Dada sensibility or Dadaist philosophy. Art is not product in Dadaism. It was the idea of neglecting the gallery culture or denying the gallery culture of buying and selling process. Pictures are counted as products. Product value is considered more important than aesthetic value of a picture. In one sense it can be said that gallery is a shopping center where pictures are sold or purchased. Dadaism has neglected this issue. So, they have advanced in this way that none can purchase the picture only but the whole thing if necessary. (Huelsenbeck R, 1989) According to the German artist Christopher Bauder 10 is to diminish the bad all issues. Say Hilter has declared fighting from the German assembly (parliament building) and therefore Christopher has covered the assembly with black clothing. His concept is if we cover up huge space than there will be an environment. And by this way the story of installation begins.
There are some international installation artists: Here we are going to discuss about Michael Heizer 11 and his artworks. In the mid sixty when Michael Heizer was busy for the drawing of huge negative paintings in New York. From that time, he used to visit Nevada and California to make the research with canvas in the large American desert. There he has created the negative sculpture. That Genre which Michael Heizer and his associate Walter De Maria have invented and termed as "Earth art" or "Land art" which has changed the history of modern art. In the limitation of gallery and museum Michael Heizerhas greatly worked for shape and related other things related sculpture with design. His work is as like a three dimensional lexicon.
Michael Heizer"s first negative artwork was in 1967 North, South, East and West. In which he used wood and sheet metal. At present this work is at Beacon"s Dia Musuemas a permanent resource. Michael Heizer, in fact has worked with components and shape. This huge expanded sculptured component in a cubic form forms a different look. A big and a small cubic form marked "North" a cone is for "South", a three dimensional trough for "West" and an inverted truncated cone is for "East". It is 125 feet height and 20 feet under the floor of the gallery. There was no contemporary works in its time. The architectural value of Michael Heizer, www.iosrjournals.org 16 | Page especially "Double Negative" 12 and city are still going on from the 1970s. That architecture style always recalls the culture of monuments of stone. Michael Heizer"s father was an anthropologist. Being the son of an anthropologist he has taken the forms from various ancient sources. But he didn"t say these are the formula of his works rather he made the comparison amongst those. Michael Heizer"s sculpture is really fantastic. Though it can make in small space, it is not so easy for others. Huge shape and architectural sculpture creates object and atmosphere. Michael Heizer told, "Awe is a state of mind equivalent to religious experience, I think if people feel commitment they feel something has transcended…..I think that large sculptures produced in the 60"s and 70s by a number of artists were reminiscent of the time when societies were committed to the construction of massive, significant works of art." Double Negative by Michael Heizer can be called an Earthwork. It is situated in Nevada in a desert. That was the symbol of time as like Robert Smithson"s 13 "Spiral Jetty" 14 (1970) and De Maria"s 15 "The Lightning Field" 16 (1977) . The artwork Double negative is divided into two trenches which were cut from the two sides of Marmon Mesa. Sandstone strata and stone have driven away by bulldogger. This space is as like Empire State Building which is comparable with the modern architecture. Thus Michael Heizer"s work has made the history. The trench"s natural shape has made the open space of 1500 ft length, 30 ft width and 50ft depth which is made by the excavated of two Lac forty Thousand tons of stones. Though Double Negative was formed by huge earth work but it is not a physical work at all. In fact according to the theory it is made from negative space. Traditionally this is called the volume of the sculpture that was built with emptiness. Double negative was the work for the first time and this artwork is the result of a movement which is called "land art". Earth work is a contemporary work of art where the earth is used as the canvas of the work. To maintain the standard the difference between modern art and common goods have disappeared here. One can see how earth is wrapped with art.
In fact "Double negative" is a construction artwork rather an artwork from where something has removed to make it"s an artwork. The art work itself is a negative space which has passed through an empty space. Considering all characters, double negative is an installation art.
About Installation art according to Joseph Beuys 17 , Creativity is not the monopoly of artist. This is the crucial fact that we"ve come to realize and this broader concept of creativity is my concept of art. When we say everybody is artist, we mean everybody can determine the content of life in his particular sphere, whether in painting, music, engineering, caring for the sick, the economy or whatever. All around us the fundamentals of life are crying out to be shaped or created. But our idea of culture is severely restricted because we have always supplied it to art. The dilemma of museums and other cultural institutions stems from the fact that culture is such an isolated field and that is even more isolated. An ivory tower in the field of culture surrounded first by the whole complex of culture and education and by the media which are also part of culture. We have a restricted idea of culture which debases everything; and it is the debased concept of art that has forced museums into their present weak and isolated position. Our concept of art must be universal and have the interdisciplinary nature Universality, and there must be a University department with a new concept of art and science.
Joseph Beuys, a German famous installation artist comments that, creativity is not the monopoly of artist. This is very vital fact which we have to realize and that wider concept of creativity is the concept of his realization. In fact, everybody is artist in his assumption but it differs man to man which is also a factor of geographical change in the particular subject matters such as painting, music, engineering even caring for the sick. Our idea of culture is different because we always supply it to art. We have a restricted idea of culture that indicates everything that encompasses us. (Ely, 2004) In the presentation of a paper titled "Installation Art Paperback" on August 17, 1996 by Nicolas de Olivera, et al emphasized that though installation art is somewhat unsetting and less comfortable. It needs expertise to explain and to synchronize the expression. It needs huge rethinking for the fundamental concept such as authenticity and artists intention, re-examine the commonly treatment procedure and restructured of the division of works. Installation Art accumulates the alternative ground of the artist"s thinking. (Nicolas de Oliveira, August 17, 1994) By the fabulous arguments Kathleen Massara in her paper "Ann Hamilton Armory 
Findings
There are many establishments and installations which are spread out inside Bangladesh. For example we can say for the straw heap around any tree, which is used for the fodder on the year round. The same thing is repeated every year in the same way. On the other hand, in the potter"s village raw utensils are kept to sundry under the open sky and some are kept to dry after dyeing and burning. In the wedding ceremony different structures are made from papers, jute and banana trees. Different musical instruments are used to create the joyful environment of wedding.
In the religious rituals or in the puja or other religious festival some idols of gods are made for the worship and these idols are decorated with ornaments with offering different fests. There is light work for the idols before sacrifice in the water which may be called religious installation.
There are many installations even within the tribal people of Bangladesh. It will not be an exaggeration that their home making is an installation art. By terracing in the hills they build their houses with bamboos, woods and thatching materials. We got the concept much later after the introduction of Japani installation in the "Asian Art Biennial". Artist Hamiduzaman, Aminul Islam, Nisar Hossain, Dhali Al Mamun, Alok Roy and Ashok Karmaker are the famous installation artists in Bangladesh. Artist Mahabubur Rahman, Tayeba Begum Lipi, Syed Azizur Rahman Tarif are the new faces in the installation art. The famous work of Nisar Hossain was in gallery 21 named "Ekatturer Ghatak" which is a successful installation.
Dhali Al Mamun along with two artists has made a famous installation in the breaking time of "Gallery Jojon". His concept was breaking gallery is harmful for art. Dhali Al Mamun"s another installation is "Opap Briddo Jol"-which concept is from the Rangamati submergible land policy enacted by the government by Kaptai dam. There are many installations by Artist Mahabubur Rahman and Tyeba Begum Lipi have done many installation arts. "Deyalero Kan Achey" is one of the famous works of Tyeba Begum Lipi. "Vokter Somaje Satter Kata" is a renowned work of Syed Azizur Rahman. In the context, installation art is new but enrichment has come in the art.
II. Conclusion
Installation Art is the recognized recent concept as Art in worldwide. Many famous artists have worked on it as art works. There are many well-known installations in the world as it was considered for the monumental structures using the spaces, perspectives and others components of arts. Sometimes huge earthworks even have considered the Installation Art to glorify the artists their names with their works. On the other hand, Installation Art in Bangladesh is somewhat traditional practices with or without consciousness though there are some famous artists have installed many artworks and noted for these works and rewarded from 
